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ABSTRACT : Dipmeter   is a  traditional  wireline logging tool that is proved to be very useful in hydrocarbon exploration. The

introduction of microresistivity imaging tools made dipmeter almost obsolete. But dipmeter studies are useful even today since
most of the old wells contain only dipmeter data and not imaging data. Also, the acquisition cost of dipmeter data is low. Present
paper describes a field study using dipmeter data. In this particular field, called Field-A, only dipmeter data is available. The study
was focused mainly on Sand-A, which is gas-bearing in some areas. First, structural dips were analysed. The structural dips in the
coal-shale sequence below Sand-A are in the range of 20 degrees mostly towards NW  and some towards SW. The structural dips
of shales within Sand-A  are 8 to 10 degrees in magnitude. The azimuth is NW in some wells, SW in some others and SE in a few

wells. It was observed that the wells having westward dips (NW or SW)  are hydrocarbon bearing and wells having SE dips are
water-bearing.  The structural dips in the formations above Sand-A are about 8 degrees with azimuths similar to shales within Sand-
A. From the analysis of stratigraphic dips, it was observed that the main paleocurrent direction for Sand-A is towards NW. Thus
the likely source for hydrocarbons will be towards NW of the area under study. From this, it may be concluded that local highs in
the structure towards NW will be the prospective traps for the hydrocarbon accumulation. In the eastern direction, drilling may be
restricted to area  bounded by a possible fault upto which the structural dip is towards west. Thus, dipmeter studies help in

identifying prospective areas and ruling out unfavourable areas.

INTRODUCTION

Dipmeter records high resolution electrical
measurements against borehole walls on buttons located on 4
or more pads. The tool also records other measurements like
tool inclination, azimuth and relative bearings of a given pad.
This enables computation of dips by fitting planes across
correlatable features on pads in 3 dimensions. These   dips
when plotted against depth along with other logs show certain
patterns. Depending on the formations against which these
trends occur, interpretation about structural and stratigraphic
features can be done. While many types of  complex trends
occur depending on the geology of the area, there are 3 simple
patterns which commonly occur. First one is green pattern,
which consists of constant dips. This  indicates  parallel
bedding which is common in shales. The dip indicates the
angle to which the formation is tilted due to tectonic activities.
For this reason, it is called structural dip(SD) . The SD should
be removed from total dips to get stratigraphic dips. Second
common feature is red pattern in sands. This consists of
stratigraphic dips increasing gradually with depth with
constant azimuth indicating sand channel. The azimuth of the
dips will be towards centre of the channel where thickness is
maximum. The perpendicular to the azimuth will be the strike
of the channel which will also be the direction of sand body
elongation. Red pattern also results from other feature like
faults but are not discussed in the present case study. The
third common feature is a blue pattern which consists of

decreasing stratigraphic dips along increasing  depth. In sands,
this indicates a cross bedding. The magnitude of dips indicates
the energy level during deposition. The azimuth of the dips
indicates the paleocurrent direction.

To sum up, the three simple features described above
gives structural dips of the formation, presence and trends of
channels, cross-bedding, paleocurrent direction and other inf
rmation about depositional environment. This provides vital
information in hydrocarbon exploration. The case study
presented in the following provides some field examples to
support this view.

CASE STUDY

General Geology of the area

This prospect belongs to a graben which lies between
two horsts. The basement comprises  gneises and khondalites
of Archean age over which sediments were deposited from
permo-carboniferous to recent age. Permo-carboniferous
Information consists of coal-sandstone-shale sequence.
Over this formation, sandstones  were deposited during  Permo-
Triassic period. The thickness of these sandstones is several
hundred meters. The sandstone unit in the upper 100 meters,
which we call Sand-A in this paper is gas bearing in some
areas. This formation is overlain by claystones and siltstones
of Jurassic age. The structure of Sand-A and other sands of
Permo-Triassic age is interpreted as a   faulted anticline.  The
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anticline  has a NE-SW axis and plunges towards SW. About
20 wells were drilled in this prospect, out of which 10 wells
have produced gas in commercial quantities in Sand–A.

DISCUSSION OF  RESULTS

Dipmeter data is available in 10 wells, out of which 5
wells were chosen as representative cases to be described in
this paper. The relative locations of these 5 wells are shown in
Fig-1.

Figure 1 : Relative locations of wells.

The structural dips in the shales above Sand-A are
shown in Fig-2. It can be seen that the structural dips in wells
A, B and C are 8 to 10 degrees towards NW. These wells fall in
NW part of the prospect and are water bearing. In wells D & E,
the structural dip is 8 – 10 degrees SE. These wells   fall in SE
part of the prospect and are water bearing, The shales within
Sand-A are thin and thus become difficult to get structural
dips. But a detailed study shows that the trends of dips in
these shales are broadly towards west in wells A, B and C and
towards east in wells D and E. These trends are similar to
those in shales above Sand-A.  That means, the formations
that are having westward structural dips are  gas bearing and
those having eastward trends are water bearing. Further, the
tops of Sand-A in wells D and E are at shallower levels
compared to wells A,B and C. All these facts lead to the
conclusion that there is a fault separating westward trending
wells(A,B and C) and eastward trending wells(D and E). The
occurrence pattern of hydrocarbons shows  that the migration
is from western side to eastern side and the fault is acting as a
barrier.

The stratigraphic dips in wells A,B and D are shown
in Fig.-3, 4 and 5 respectively. It can be seen that blue patterns
marked as BL-A1, BL-A2, BL-A3 and BL-A4 in Fig-3 indicate
cross-bedding and the paleocurrent direction is towards NW.
Similar observations can be made from the blue patterns marked

Figure 2 : Structural dips in wells A, B, C, D and E

Figure 3 : Stratigraphic dips in well A.
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Figure 4 : Stratigraphic dips in well B Left track shows GR, middle
total dips, rights track shows dips after removal of
structural dips of 11 deg. SE.

BL-B1, BL-B2, BL-B3 in Fig-4 and BL-D1, BL-D2, BL-D3  in
Fig-5. This indicates the broad direction of paleocurrent in all
the wells  towards NW. The red patterns marked as R-B1 on

Figure 5 :  Stratigraphic dips in well D. First track shows GR, 2nd
shows total dips, 3rd shows dips after removing 11 deg.
SE from total

Well B and R-D1 on Well D indicate presence of channels
whose strikes are SE-NW and E-W respectively.   Some blue
patterns in Sand-A show  paleocurrent directions different
from NE. The magnitudes of dips in blue patterns are high(>20
degrees) which indicates a high energy depositional
environment. The grain sizes in some of these sands are
reported to be coarse to very coarse. All these trends indicate
that the depositional environment is a braided channel system.
The varying azimuths of the blue patterns indicate that they
belong to different segments of a braided channel. But the
overall paleocurrent direction appears to be towards west.

GEOLOGICAL MODEL FROM DIPMETER

From the dipmeter results discussed above, following
interpretation has been done.

The sand deposition took place in a braided channel
system with the NW as a main  paleocurrent direction. Then
there was a tectonic activity which divided the formation into
two sub-structures, one dipping NW and the other SE as
shown in Fig- 6 and  Fig-7. Hydrocarbon accumulation took
place in Sand-A in NW dipping structure. This shows that
hydrocarbon migration took place from NW to SE direction
upto a possible fault which acted as a barrier.  This fault could
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Figure 6 : Section showing sand-A across wells A, B, D and E

Figure 7 : 3-D view of sand-A.

be the one marked as F-F’ on seismic time contour map on top
of Sand-A as shown in Fig-8. Thus local highs towards west
of wells A,B and C could become prospective traps for
hydrocarbons. Exploration to east of wells, A,B and C may be
restricted to the area upto which the structural dip is towards
west, that is upto the fault. The recommended area for further
drilling is marked in Fig-8. The wells X and Y drilled after this
study are gas bearing in Sand-A, while the well Z drilled to
explore some other formation went dry. The results of these
wells (X,Y and Z)  confirm the validity of the interpreted modal.

CONCLUSION

As pointed out in this case study, it is possible to
arrive at a geological model  from structural and stratigraphic
dip patterns. The depositional environment can be interpreted

Figure 8 : Suggested area for further drilling.

from the stratigraphic dip patterns. This information gives
whether or not a formation  is  favourable to hydrocarbon
accumulation. For example, sands in braided channel  system
can become good reservoirs compared to those in a
meandering channel.  Structural dips of the formation enables
interpretation of   migration and accumulation of
hydrocarbons. Thus, dipmeter data provides  valuable input
for successful exploration.
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